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Direct drive turntable system sl-1210gae

The new SL-1210GAE technique is an all black version Limited Edition of the SL-1200G, Technical SL1210GAE was commissioned to celebrate 55th Anniversary Techniques, Limited Edition to have an aluminum black aluminum panel and come with an exclusive Nagaoka JT-120 cartridge. It is currently available in order, to be quick even though it is only
limited to 1000 units worldwide. SL-1210GAE is handmade in Japan with each limited edition spin having a top panel plate with each pile marked with a unique serial number to sign it to a limited 55th edition anniversary. Special and exclusive specifications of SL-1210GAE 55th anniversary model 1. All-black color schemeThe SL-1210GAE's 10-mm-thick
panel top sports a meticulously anodized black brush finished hair. In addition, the operation buttons and tonearm also employ a high quality nut finish that results in a uniform, premium appearance. 2. Special badges registered with a serial number SL-1210GAE is entirely made in Japan by hand qualifying artists, with a significant level of hand-held
processing to ensure the highest quality is possible. The top panel features a special badge, registered with the unique serial number to signify that it is a 55th anniversary model. 3. InsulatorThe specifically developed zinc insulator features αGEL™, a soft-like material and excellent shock absorb properties that are also used on the highly acclaimed, 'vintage'
SL-1000R spin reference. High density zinc housing die-cast offers superb hum hum domping features and excellent long-term reliability. The new insulator effectively isolated the vibrations from external hum, ensuring fully undisturburbed musical reproduction also preserves every fine nuanence and details of the music signal.  αGEL™ is a trademark of
Taica Corporation registered in Japan and/or other countries. 4. Especially wired, unique Nagaoka pickup cartridge bayIn develop the SL-1210GAE, Technical collaborating with Nagaoka, a highly respected manufacturer and a global reputation for portfolio stylus and piku systems. Nagaoka boasts world-leading microfabrication technology for hard-to-cut
materials and celebrates the 80th anniversary of this year.the SL-1210GAE is supplied with the Botwe Magnet (MM) type JT-1210 cartridge that has been specifically tuned by a joint team of engineers from Crane and Nagaoka. The JT-1210 employs a cantilever boron and is especially wired and designed to offer superior performance in focus and detail in
comparison to other Boothing Magnet cartridges. It will only be available along with the SL-1210GAE turn. The superlative sonic capabilities of the JT-1210 cartridges and SL-1210GAE Direct Drive Turn ensure that this limited edition full packet will be even more important and desirable. 5. Light Strobe switching closed the strobe light allows the listening to
focus more effectively on the music, especially in dime environments. Specification Specifically Tuned Nagaoka JT-1210 All New Design for Redefining the Direct Drive TurntableTwin-Rotor Surface-Facing Direct Drive MotorDirect Drive Motor ControllerHigh Sensitive TonearmBrass-Top Turntable PlatterInsulator Technics Definitive DesignInherited SL-1200
SeriesHeavy Aluminium Black Top Plate Turntable Speeds 33 1/3 rpm, 45 rpm, 78 rpmVariable Range Pitch ±8%, ±16% Dimensions &amp; WeightW: 453 mm (17-27/32 inch) H: 170 mm (6-1/16 inch) D: 372 mm (14-21/32 inch)Approx. 18 kg (39.7 lbs ) *Tentative *Height including dust cover TerminalPhono Output x 1 / SIGNAL GND x 1 Newark, NJ –
Technics has been delivering a wide variety of epoch-making audio products, such as speaker systems, amps and audio players to worldwide markets since 1965 the year in which this valued Hi-Fi audio brand debuted. This year, Crane will disclose the SL-1210GAE brand Limited Edition direct turn to commemorate the 55th anniversary of the technical
brand. This special model is based on internationally acclaimed Grand Grade SL-1200G hi-fi spins and features a full black color scheme that has already proven popular with other recent technical products. The SL-1210GAE will be available in June 2020 and limited to only 10000 will be sold in the world. Special and exclusive specifications of SL-1210GAE
55th anniversary model 1. All-Black Color SL-1210GAE's 10-mm thick panel top sports a meticulously anodized black brush finished hair. In addition, the operation buttons and tonearm also employ a high quality nut finish that results in a uniform, premium appearance. 2. Special badges inscrried with a serial number A SL-1210GAE is entirely made in Japan
by the hands of qualified crafts, with a significant level of hand-made processing to ensure the highest quality possible. The top panel features a special badge, registered with the unique serial number to signify that it is a 55th anniversary model. 3. Insulator specifically develops zinc insulator αGEL™ features, αGEL™ soft-like material and excellent shock
absorb properties that are also used on the highly acclaimed, 'vintage' SL-1000R benchmark spin. High density zinc housing die-cast offers superb hum hum domping features and excellent long-term reliability. The new insulator effectively isolated the vibrations from external vibrations, ensuring fully unprecedented musical reproduction while preserving
every fine nuanence and details of the music signal.  αGEL™ is a trademark of Taica Corporation registered in Japan and/or other countries. 4. Strobe light on-OFF switch Turning to the strobe light allows the underside to focus much more effectively on the music, especially in a dime Features generated from SL-1210GAE Coreless Direct Drive Engine
Analogue conventional analogues have problems with degradation of sound quality caused by factors such as minute speed hum during rotation and rotation irregularities called kogging. In the SL-1210GAE, the use of a wireless-driven engine with no iron core eliminates the fagi. Also, the twin-rotor construction reduces the carry load while keeping torque
high, and also reduces hum minutes during rotation. These factors allow reproduction of the warm, exquisitely detailed sound etched on analogue files. High-Precision Motor Control Technology Application of engine control technologies developed for Blu-ray devices, and changes the driving mode depending on the operational status of the engine to achieve
a high start torquire and high-speed stability for optimum playback. The three-manage plate spin features a three-yesterday construction and a rigid construction combining copper top-plate, an aluminum die dish cast core deck with a solid rubber layer covering all its rear surface to eliminate unwanted reasoning, thereby achieving overall superior rigidity and
domping vibrations. This delivers smooth rotational stability and high enderal mass beyond the SP-10MK2 (the standard direct-driven turn used by streaming stations worldwide), as well as there are more than twice the initial density of the SL-1200MK5. High-level Balance adjustment when the weight distribution in the turn is unegaral, beyond vibrations or
noise occurs during rotation, causing degradation of sound quality. For this contractor, the balance in turn is adjusted to the factory using specialized high-precision balance equipment for each and every item after the turn is assembled. Turns off that has underwent adjustments marked with a BALANCED sticker reading to indicate that individual adjustment
has been made. High Sensitive Tonearm to employ magnesium lightweight with a slow side effect, and cold design improves the characteristics of the material and achieves the high accuracy necessary. In addition, high first-motion sensitivity is tagged by traditional technical staff suspension gimbal construction and the horizontal rotation axis and vertical
axis rotation intersections at a single central point, as well as high accuracy borne using cutting-treated housing. High-Quality Terminals Used in brass-moderate and gold-plated fono terminals and terrain prevented degradation of sound quality while allowing the easy and detached attaching of cbles. Also the use of protected metal construction inside the
case decreases the effects of external noise. Four-yered Construction Cabinet C hair-treat, 10-mm-thick black panel top of immacular aluminum added to a three-yesterday construction diecast, BMC (Bulk Moulding Composite), and heavy-grade tires. This four-yesterday construction combines high rigidity needed for superb domping vibrations and a superior
solid build with a luxury finish and feel. Consumer Electronics Company based in Newark, NJ, Panasonic Consumer Electronics Company is a division of Panasonic Corporation in North America, director of the American Supporting School of Panasonic Corporation. The company offers a wide range of consumer solutions in the United States including Home
Appliances, LUMIX Digital Cameras, Camcorders, Blu-ray Players, Home Audio, Technical, Cordless Phone, Beauty, Grooming, Wellness and Personal Care Products and more. One of the top 100 Best Global Brands of 2018, Panasonic is a leading technology partner and integrator of businesses, government agencies and consumers across the region.
Learn more about Panasonic's ideas and innovations at www.na.panasonic.com/us Website: Facebook: Twitter: ®®®paypayPowered byPowered by Category Title Limited Edition Direction DriveTable 55th Anniversary Limited Edition All-Black Colour Scheme Specialge Inscribed with the Serial Number Specially Develop αGEL™ zinc insulator Only 1000
Units Worldwide Be the first to review this product To purchase or Demo Please Call 0121 448 8484 - FREE shipping available (UK only) Technics has been delivering the wide variety of epoch-making audio products, as speaker systems, amps and audio players to worldwide markets since 1965, the year in which this valued hi-fi audio brand debuted. This
year, Technical releases the SL-1210GAE Brand Limited Edition direct turn to commemorate the 55th anniversary of the technical mark. This special model is based on internationally acclaimed Grand Class SL-1200G hi-fi spins and features a full black color scheme, which has already proven popular with other latest technical products. The SL-1210GAE will
be available in June 2020 and limited to only 1,000 units will be sold in the world. Coreless Drive Motors &amp; High-Precision Motor Control Conventional Technology Analogues have problems with degrading of sound quality caused by factors such as minute speed vibrations during rotation and rotation irregularities called kogging. In the SL-1200G, the
use of a newly developed direct-drive engine with no core makes eliminating koggin. Also, the twin-rotor construction reduces the carry load while keeping torque high and also reduces hum minutes during rotation. These factors enable reproduction of the hot, exquisitely detailed sound etched on the application's analog record of engine control technology
developed for Blu-ray Devices and required to change the drive mode depending on the operational status of operational status of engine achieves a tortor-high start and high-speed stability. Tri-yered Plattfom Turning &amp;&amp; High Level Balance Adjustment In turn has a three-yered construction with a rigid combined copper and aluminum die-die
platlat. With a breakfast tire covering all surfaces behind it to eliminate unnecessary stimulus, thereby achieving high rigidity and domping hum. This delivers smooth rotational stability and systemic mass beyond the SP-10MK2, the standard direct-driven turn used by streaming stations worldwide, as well as there are more than twice the initial mass of the SL-
1200MK5. When the weight distribution in the turn is unenotic, excess vibrations or noise occurs during rotation, causing degradation of sound quality. Therefore, the balance of is the adjusted turn of the factory using specialized high-precision equipment balance adjustment for each and every item after the turn is assembled. Turns that have underwent the
marked adjustments with a reading worksheet called BALANCED to indicate that adjustment has been made. High-sensitive Tonearm Tonearm's tonearm employs magnesium lightweight that has a slow side effect, and cold designs improve the characteristics of the material and achieve the great necessary accuracy. In addition, the high initial-motion
sensitivity is tagged by traditional technical staff construction gimbal suspension with horizontal rotation axis and vertical rotation axis intersections at a single central point, as well as high precision bearing using cutting-treated housing. Four-yered Construction Cabinet &amp; High-quality Terminals A hair-treat, 10-mm-thick top panel of immacular aluminum
added to previous three-sets of aluminum die-cast, BMC, and heavy-grade tires on the SL-1200MK5. This four-yesterday construction combines high rigidity with a high-quality finish and feel. The use of copper-bracelet, plated fono terminal fono and terrain prevents degradation of sound quality while allowing the easy attaching and detach of cables. Also the
use of protected metal construction inside the case decreases the effects of external noise. Technical SL-1210GAE special and exclusive specifications of SL-1210GAE model 55th anniversary: 1. All-black color schemeThe SL-1210GAE's 10-mm-thick panel sport tops a meticulized black anodized finish hair brush. In addition, the operation buttons and
tonearm also employ a high quality nut finish that results in a uniform, premium appearance.2. Special badges registered with a serial number SL-1210GAE entirely made in Japan by hand qualified crafts, with a significant level of hand-held processing to ensure the highest quality possible. The top panel features a special badge, registered with the unique
serial number to signify that it is a 55th model.3. InsulatorThe espesyalman devlope zenk karakteristik αGEL™, yon materyel mou-tankou ak ekselan chok absobe pwopriyete ki tou itilize sou tre aklame, 'bato' SL-1000R referans turntable. Segonde dansite zenk lojman an mouri-jete ofri sipeb vibrasyon vibrasyon domping karakteristik ak ekselan fyab
alontem. Nouvo insulator a efektivman izole vibrasyon an soti nan vibrasyon eksten, asire konpletman repwodiksyon mizik undisturburbed tou prezeve chak nuans amann ak detay nan siyal la mizik. αGEL™ se yon mak de Taica Corporation anrejistre nan Japon ak/oswa lot peyi.4. Strobe limye sou-OFF oblije chanje limye a strobe pemet koute a konsantre
plis efektivman sou mizik la, espesyalman nan anviwonman dime. Product features of the SL-1210GAE All New Design for Redefining the Direct Drive TurntableTwin-Rotor Surface-Facing Direct Drive MotorDirect Drive Motor ControllerHigh Sensitive TonearmBrass-Top Turntable PlatterInsulatorTechnics Definitive DesignInherited SL-1200 SeriesHeavy
Aluminium Black Top PlateTurntable Speeds 33 1/3 rpm, 45 rpm, 78 rpmVariable Range Pitch ±8%, ±16%Dimensions &amp; WeightW: 453 mm (17-27/32 inch) H: 170 mm (6-1/16 inch) D: 372 mm (14-21/32 inch)Approx. 18 kg (39.7 lbs )*Tentative *Height including dust coverTerminalPhono Output x 1 / SIGNAL GND x 1 Warranty 2 Years Manufacturer
Technics Model Number SL-1210GAE Colour Black Total weight 18kg Length 37cm Width 45cm Height 17cm Voltage 220v / 240v Only Loading... loading ...
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